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Introduction
Date Site Liars doesn't go for your typical reality porn premise, but instead opts to have this average guy
playing the dating site system and getting more pussy than he can handle.

Adult Review
Have you ever thought about playing the dating sites, telling the ladies exactly what they want to hear, whether they're after
the asshole quick fuck or the charming relationship minded nice guy? Dave has hatched this exact plan to get all sorts of
pussy off of the dating sites, and he shows that desperate pussy is certainly pretty hot. <br />  <br />  You'll log in to a nicely
designed member's area that is a bit basic as far as browsing features, which might cause a problem down the road as the site
grows. For right now it works great with the 38 episodes available. There's a new episode every week featuring Dave's
masterful handling of these dating site sluts. <br />  <br />  Once he's reeled them in, there's no way he's not going to record
this for later entertainment purposes, so you get to see streaming Flash video of the action. You can choose between two
bitrates, either 700 kbps or 1.5 mbps, either of which buffers quickly. You'll probably want the lower of the two if your
connection is a bit on the slow side, however. The Flash videos are good quality, and you get your porn pretty much instantly
� the stream is smooth and there is not that much buffering to interrupt your experience. <br />  <br />  The photo sets are of
interest even if you're not a big fan of porn photos. They have done such a good job on these that you'll find yourself saving
plenty of momentous from the scene. The best quality is shown at 1000x1500, while the low is 600x900. There are 75
pictures per set, and although these are from their own photo shoots, they do follow the scenes pretty closely. There is a
slideshow feature if you want a hands free viewing option for the galleries.<br />  <br />  Date Site Liars is one of the more
original reality porn premises that you're going to run into, and it ends up producing plenty of cute amateurs that end up
hungrier for sex than they might have imagined. The collection size is solid, and the weekly updates will keep it growing. If
you love Euro babes or need a new reality porn fix, you'll enjoy yourself here.

Porn Summary
A unique reality porn site concept, a good sized collection, and weekly updates make Date Site Liars a great place to visit.
The video quality is good, and the photo quality is outstanding. 

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The Hardcore Truth About Dating Online'
Quality: 87  Updates: 83 Exclusive: 91 Interface: 86
Support: 89 Unique: 85    Taste: 87        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Share My Backseat (87) ,Banged In Public (86) ,Sex For Breakfast (85) ,Hunting For Pussy (85) ,My First Butt Sex (84) 

Porn Niches
Cum Shots, Exclusive, HD, PornStars, Reality, Straight
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